COSYSMO Working Group Meeting Agenda
October 23, 2003
USC Center for Software Engineering

7:30  Continental Breakfast

8:30  Introductions [all]

8:45  Brief overview of COSYSMO [Ricardo]

9:20  Updates on action items from last meeting in Keystone, CO on July 16 & 17, 2003 [Ricardo]

9:40  Break

10:15  Updates on related work
   - COSYSMO Trade Study [Don Reifer]
   - myCOSYSMO tool [Gary Thomas]
   - SE Sizing paper [Paul Mohlman, Evin Stump, Michael Ernstoff, Don Reifer]

11:15  Results from Delphi Round 2 [Ricardo]

12:00  Lunch

1:00  Sizing revisited
   - Sizing guides for # of Requirements and # of Interfaces [Barry Boehm]

1:30  Data collection
   - Data collection form [Ricardo]
   - Projects already submitted for inclusion in COSYSMO [Jim Cain, John Rieff]
   - Non disclosure agreements [Gary Hafen, Gary Thomas]
   - Identification of other sources for data [all]
   - Synchronization with INCOSE activities (standards, SECOE, M WG, etc.) [Garry Roedler, Chris Miller]

3:00  Break

3:20  Open issues
   - Key performance parameters [Don Reifer]
   - Technology maturity/risk [Ron Kohl]
   - BAE – Nashua’s SE projects database [Arnie Kravitz]

4:45  Action items for next meeting

5:00  Adjourn